Abstract-The sensitivity and intensity-resend [R(log I)] functions of the receptive field center were determined by extra&War recording from frog retinal ganglion cells. The object was to study the steady-state adapting effects of peripheral background patterns: steady annuii and spinning "windmills" of light. Steady annular backgrounds could not be shown to directly effect any change of center responsiveness, only an enhancement of late response components attributable to depression of surround sensitivity. Movement of a windmill pattern shifted R(log/) functions to higher log intensities and decreased the maximal number of spikes in the response, but did not depress the saturation level of the impulse frequency. Its action thus resembled direct light-adap~tion of the center.
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The control of retinal sensitivity and response properties is realized in several stages. A full functional analysis was first completed in the Necturus retina by Werblin and his colleagues (Werblin and Dowling, 1969; Werblin, 1970 Werblin, , 1971 Werblin, , 1972 Werblin, , 1974 Normann and Werblin, 1974; Werblin and Copenhagen, 1974; Copenhagen, 1975; Thibos and Werblin, 197ga, b) who distinguished three levels of control: the primary light-adaptation of the photoreceptors, a horizontal-ill-mediated (outer plexiform) modification of receptor-bipolar transmission (cf. Byzov and Kusnezova, 1971) associated with steady surround backgrounds, and an amacrine-cell-mediated (inner plexiform) suppression of the ganglion cell response triggered by changes in the surround pattern of illumination.
The Werblin paradigm has won wide acceptance as a framework for thinking of at least amphibian retinal function. However, there is still very limited evidence regarding the functionally central question what relative importance these different stages of control really have in shaping the output of the retina, the discharge of the ganglion cell.
In an earlier paper (Donner and Grlinholm, 1984) we considered how a frog ganglion cell integrates transient signals (evoked by changes in illumination) from the receptive field (RF) surround with those from the center to form an impulse discharge. To the classical picture of center-surround organization in frog (Barlow, 1953) was added the discovery that the surround in fact consists of two distinct mechanisms: one purely suppressive (i~ibito~), one responsive (but also antagonistic to the center). These might conceivably have their respective physiological basis in the inner plexiform and outer plexiform structures that are known to modify center signals in the mudpuppy (Werblin and Copenhagen, 1974; Werblin, 1974) . The object of the present work is to clarify the possible importance of sustained (steady-state) surround inputs for the responsiveness of the RF center mechanism. It is to be noted that the words transient and sustained are here used only to describe the temporal properties of signals and not to designate any specific physiological mechanism.
METHODS
Impulse thresholds and discharge patterns were recorded extracellularly from the isolated eyecup of Rana temporaria. Through a twochannel optical system, where filters and masks could be inde~ndently inserted, the ganglion cells were stimulated with flashes or steps of
